Attention Provider Type 39:

Use Updated Form FA-17 (Adult Day Health Care Services Prior Authorization Request)

Adult Day Health Care Providers (provider type 39) are informed that form FA-17 (Adult Day Health Care Services Prior Authorization Request) has been updated. The new form is posted on the Providers Forms webpage. The Physician Evaluation for Adult Day Health Care Services form (NMO-7060) and the Universal Needs Assessment for 1915(i) Services form (NMO-3543) have been incorporated into the FA-17 and are no longer required for review for these services. NMO-7060 and NMO-3543 have been removed from the Providers Forms webpage. All requests for review for ADHC services must be submitted on the updated FA-17 beginning April 1, 2017. Providers should therefore begin using the form immediately as requests for review submitted April 1, 2017, and forward on the previous forms will be denied.